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About the Strategy for 
Culture and the Arts 2022

 Embrace, Braham Stevens

Cairns Regional Council’s Strategy for Culture and the Arts was adopted  
in 2018. The five-year strategy was developed via a place-based,  
people-centred and participatory approach to planning, where between  
late 2016 and throughout 2017 we spoke with over 280 people across 84 
organisations and groups to gain a better understanding of the challenges, 
opportunities and expectations that impact on the arts and cultural sector 
of the Cairns region. The outcome of these discussions has shaped the 
content of the strategy. 

The overarching principles and core objectives of the strategy are 
underpinned by three core priorities and a suite of outcomes that we want 
to achieve by 2022.

About the Year 1 Assessment  
March 2018-June 2019 
Matched against the vision and strategies identified by the Cairns community 

as relevant and meaningful drivers of cultural vitality, the following assessment 

provides a summary review of each of the 62 individual projects and programs 

identified in year one of the strategy’s implementation plan. Where possible, 

the report also provides a quantitative snapshot of the active participation, 

audience numbers, short-term and longer-term employment opportunities 

created, as well as the partnerships that have been forged.  Statistical estimates 

have been derived from project reports, surveys, operational reviews and 

project acquittals.

Additionally, each of the three priority areas is illustrated by a case study offering 

an in depth insight into community satisfaction, appreciation and engagement.
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Key Findings

Summary of Year 1 outcomes across the three priority areas of the Strategy for Culture and the Arts 2022.

Highlights include:
Launched the new state-of-the-art 
regional performing arts facility Cairns 
Performing Arts Centre (CPAC)

Commenced design, restoration 
and revitalisation of the Cairns 
Courthouse

Developed and delivered the highly 
acclaimed Commonwealth Games 
Festival Program

Launched the online Cairns Arts and 
Culture Map as a new ‘go to’ resource 
for information about our region’s 
arts and cultural offerings 

Significant boost to the region’s arts 
and cultural industry and not-for-
profit organisations through the 
provision of grants and resources to 
the value of an estimated $998,000

Development of two Conservation 
Management Plans

Initiated the development of two new 
strategic plans, Strategy for Young 
Creatives and Arts and Disability 
Strategy

Completed a strategic review of the 
2012/18 Public Art Program along with 
the development of a new Strategy 
for Public Art and Placemaking

Engagement of an Arts and Cultural 
Grants Coordinator position to 
streamline processes, procedures 
and facilitation of Cultural Services 
grants program.

Priority Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Total

Number of Actions 22 22 18 62

Actions complete to a tangible outcome in 2018/19
Some actions will continue across a 5-year cycle

16 19 17 52

72.8% 86.4% 94.4% 83.9%

Actions initiated and soon to be completed 4 2 0 6

18.2% 9.1% 0.0% 9.7%

Actions in progress
Actions did not have a tangible outcome for the 2018/19 year 
but will continue to be developed across the 5-year cycle

1 1 0 2

4.5% 4.5% 0.0% 3.2%

Actions yet to be delivered
Actions that have not been delivered in 2018/19

1 0 1 2

4.5% 0.0% 5.6% 3.2%

Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Total

Active participation 4,841 318 4,081 9,240

Audience 543,900 429 179,460 723,789

Short-term employment 1,769 79 474 2,322

Long-term employment 14 0 0 14

Year One Actions Status of Cairns Regional Council Cultural Strategy

Statistic Totals from Evaluation of CRC Cutural Strategy Year One Actions Status of 
CRC Cultural Strategy

Completed

Initiated and soon 
to be completed

In progress

Yet to be delivered

83.9%

3.2%3.2%

9.7%



resources and infrastructure
technology people
cultural assets
skills and experience
in-kind support
presentation and promotion
libraries grants
performing arts centres
museums and keeping places
creative production hubs
community centres and 
recreational spaces
organisations galleries
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Infrastructure, 
resources and skills 
that support and stimulate the cultural and 
creative life of our community.

Objective: Cultural infrastructure is much more than the bricks and mortar of 
Council-managed buildings and venues. This priority area is about developing actions 
that build a supportive structure around the things that we do: places for us to work 
and create, opportunities to deliver our products to the world, grants that help deliver 
exciting new projects, and pathways to support employment and training in culture 
and the arts.

  PRIORITY 1 KEY MILESTONES

An estimated 4,841 people or groups actively participated in the program 

An estimated 543,900 people were audience members

An estimated 1,769 short-term employment opportunities for individuals and 

contractors 

14 long-term employment opportunities were created

Partners and 
Collaborators
Arts Queensland, Federal Government 

- Regional Jobs and Investment 

Packages Grant, Office of the 

Commonwealth Games, Tropical 

Arts, JUTE, The Young Company, Jnr 

Eisteddfod, Box Jelly Theatre, Sounds 

of AustraNesia, End Credits Film Club, 

NQ Chamber Orchestra, Queensland 

Ballet, Australian Ballet, Qld Symphony 

Orchestra, Queensland Music Festival, 

Queensland Government, TAFE, 

TLNA, Smithfield State High School, 

Trinity Anglican School, Cairns School 

of Distance Education, Trinity Bay 

State High School, Cairns State High 

School, Woree State School, ARC, Miriki 

Performing Arts, Pegasus Studios, 

FNQ Dance Academy, CADCAI, The 

Italian Social Dance Academy, Gimuy 

Walubara Yidinji community, REACH, 

Hayley Gillespie, Circa, Yak Yak Yak, 

Cycas Circus, Cairns Indigenous Youth 

Empowerment Program, Redlynch 

State College, St Augustine’s College, 

St Mary’s Catholic College, St Monica’s 

College, Cairns Museum, Rondo 

Theatre, Edge Hill/Whitfield Progress 

Hall Association, North Queensland 

Amateur Gem Cutters & Jewellers, 

Cairns District Family History Society, 

Inkmasters Cairns, Babinda District 

Community Association, CRC 

Libraries, James Cook University 

(JCU), Central Queensland University 

(CQU).
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

1.1 BRICKS AND MORTAR AND HARD CAPITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

1.1.1 Provide state-of-
the-art, world-class 
cultural facilities and 
destinations that 
stimulate cultural and 
creative vitality and 
economic growth in the 
region. 

 
a. Cairns Performing Arts 
Centre (CPAC) 
Continue investment in the 
development and delivery of a 
new state-of-the-art regional 
performing arts facility.

Co-funded by the Federal Government’s National Stronger 
Regions Fund and Queensland Government’s Arts Qld, CPAC 
was completed in December 2018. Significant gains have been 
made in stage size, seating capacity, back of house facilities, 
storage, additional parking, loading and major upgrades in 
technology.  Survey results and anecdotal feedback from 
audience and performers indicate an extremely high degree of 
satisfaction with the new venue.   Since December 2018, CPAC 
has delivered 49 seasons.

53,300 Over 1,400 
people 
employed in 
construction

13 full time 
employment

b. Cairns Courthouse Arts 
Precinct 
Refurbish/readapt the former 
Cairns Courthouse and Mulgrave 
Shire Council Chambers into 
an arts and cultural precinct, 
with planned linkages to the 
Esplanade parkland and other 
cultural venues.

Throughout 2018/19 remedial repairs were undertaken along 
with design and architectural planning to incorporate technical 
modern infrastructure into the existing fabric of the building, 
without impacting heritage values, allowing all-inclusive 
access and practical use of the internal spaces. The $4.9m 
refurbishment commenced in August 2019 and is expected to 
be completed in 2020.

  15-20 sub-
contractors

1.1.2 Investigate and devise 
solutions to the 
paucity of space for 
the small-to-medium 
and not-for-profit 
cultural and creative 
sector to enhance their 
production, operations 
and storage. 

a. Maximise awareness and 
usage of Council-owned 
facilities and spaces through 
improved marketing and 
promotion.

The Cairns Arts and Culture Map was launched in 2018 as a new 
one-stop-shop for information on the city’s cultural assets. 
Council-owned art and cultural facilities are listed on the Map 
along with a ‘venue for hire’ subcategory to provide a new 
platform for users to easily locate available facilities. Monthly 
data analysis specifically relating to the Facilities category 
shows that Facilities and Spaces is 1.06% of total page views and 
third most popular category with 72 listings and 886 page views.

b. Cultivate strategic 
partnerships with local business 
and commercial developers 
to encourage the inclusion 
of temporary and long-term 
creative workspace in new 
developments, and maximise 
the use of existing empty office, 
retail or industrial space by 
creative practitioners

CRC Economic Development branch is developing a focused 
plan and considered approach to private sector partnership 
through the Shields Street Activation initiative which began in 
August 2019. The activation program aims to increase visitation 
in the city centre and includes reinvigorating Council’s Urban 
Spaces program to give small businesses the opportunity to 
trial trading in the CBD.

  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
  Initiated and soon to be completed
  In progress
  Yet to be delivered
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

1.2 ACCESS TO INFRASTRUCTURE AND OPPORTUNITIES

1.2.1 Provide equitable, 
accessible 
and affordable 
infrastructure, 
resources and cultural 
experiences.

a. Ensure continued local 
community access to existing 
cultural facilities and the new 
performing arts centre through 
discounts for local groups.

In 2018/19 Council has continued to provide local groups and 
arts organisations affordable access to our cultural facilities 
including:  Venue use of Tanks Arts Centre; Botanic Gardens 
Visitors Centre exhibition and workshop program; local 
performing arts development and production of new works in 
CPAC; monthly cinema presentations in CPAC; along with long-
term lease of Council owned buildings for a variety of arts and 
cultural organisations.

Over 550 Over 4500 18

b. Consult and collaborate with 
the disability sector to develop 
an Arts and Disability Strategy 
to guide the implementation of 
programs, projects, resources 
and opportunities arising from 
this strategy.

In February 2019, in partnership with Arts Qld, Council engaged 
Queensland’s peak arts and disability organisation Access Arts 
to facilitate the consultation towards an Arts and Disability 
Strategy for Cairns. During April/June, Access Arts consulted 
with the arts, culture and disability sector to better understand 
access needs and audience development opportunities. The 
project is co-funded by Arts Qld and is due to be finalised in 
2019.

30 1

c. Initiate more cross-council 
collaboration, encouraging 
partnerships with libraries, 
community development, and 
recreation and planning.

In 2018/19 Council collaborations included initiatives such 
as: the Grand Parade; Cairns Festival; Eco Fiesta; public art; 
asset management; traffic management; strategic planning; 
communication, promotion and advocacy across numerous 
projects.  These initiatives have been delivered in partnership 
with: Libraries; Sustainability; Inner City Facilities; Marketing and 
Communication; Property Services; Business Support Services; 
Facilities Maintenance; Community Development; Sport and 
Recreation and Strategic Planning Team.

d. Ensure that Council’s annual 
touring visual and performing 
arts programming includes 
more opportunities for master 
classes, workshops, residencies 
and school visits by touring 
artists.

A solid range of professional development opportunities have 
been embedded into the 2018/19 performing arts program. 
With local schools, dance schools, choirs and orchestral 
musicians taking part in opportunities to work alongside 
acclaimed professional companies on performances such 
as: Swan Lake, Queensland Ballet; Coppelia, Australian 
Ballet; Superheroes, Qld Symphony Orchestra; and Voices of 
Remembrance, Queensland Music Festival.

390
See 3.4.2 
(Super-
heroes)

See 3.1.1g; 
3.4.2

See 3.4.2

  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
  Initiated and soon to be completed
  In progress
  Yet to be delivered
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

1.2.2 Commonwealth Games 
Festival 2018

Encourage broad 
community 
engagement, 
participation and 
collaboration in 
the development 
and delivery of the 
Commonwealth Games 
Festival Program.

a. Bring together First Nations 
groups, multicultural groups 
and mixed ability groups to 
devise and develop an arts and 
cultural festival that showcases 
the region’s distinctive tropical 
identity and character.

Eight First Nation groups, six multicultural groups and two 
mixed-ability groups collaborated in the development and 
production of the Commonwealth Games Festival 2018. Survey 
responses from participants and audience identify a high level 
of ‘enriched appreciation of the region’s rich cultural history; 
Indigenous cultural heritage and/or shared multicultural history’.

Over 600 74,700

See 3.1.1e;
3.1.1g

Over 100

b. Develop positive, cross-
cultural, cross-art-form 
relationships and networks, 
and ensure long-term legacy 
outcomes motivate the 
development of the project.

A fusion of diverse artforms were included in the Festival 2018 
programming, including: music, dance, acting, scriptwriting, 
dramaturgy, score writing, song writing, set, costume, makeup, 
visual arts, circus and children’s theatre and art.  Survey 
responses from participants signal high level professional and 
personal impact and ‘strengthened industry connections, 
increasing their appetite for involvement in future collaborative 
productions’.

See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a

c. Provide skills development, 
training, networks and 
resources to encourage broad 
engagement and participation.

Local creatives were supported to develop new work in 
collaboration with community groups who took part in 
workshops, rehearsals and performances at Munro Martin 
Parklands and the 12-day LiveSite stage on the Esplanade. 
Approximately 76 workshops were held leading up to and during 
the Commonwealth Games, with survey results indicating a 
high level of value in regard to the professional development 
opportunities generated.

See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a

1.2.3 Increase youth 
engagement in 
programs that 
encourage pathways to 
further participation, 
education and 
employment in the 
cultural and creative 
industries. 

a. Consult with young people to 
identify existing participation, 
outcomes and needs, and 
develop a Creative Strategy 
for young people to guide 
future investment in programs, 
projects and resources.

Council has engaged highly skilled facilitator Lenine Bourke to 
develop a Strategy for Young Creatives. The outcomes of this 
consultation will support the objectives of Council’s Strategy 
for Culture and the Arts 2022. Consultation has to date engaged 
Council staff, external organisations and young people.  The 
strategy, which is being delivered in partnership with Arts Qld is 
due to be finalised in December 2019.

450 2

b. Partner and collaborate 
with REACH, JCU, CQU, TAFE, 
schools and youth service 
providers to deliver initiatives 
that provide relevant  and 
meaningful mentoring, 
internships, industry placements 
and professional development 
opportunities.

Increasing young people’s participation in cultural programs 
and activities has been a key programming focus in 2018/19.  
Collaborations include: REACH - industry development; 
JCU, CQU and Miriki Performing Arts - new media works and 
dance performance; The Young Company - art workshops for 
children; Circa, Yak Yak Yak and Cycas Circus - workshops and 
performances; Queensland Symphony Orchestra - workshops 
and production with local high schools.

See 1.2.2a; 
3.1.1e;
3.1.1g
3.4.2

See 1.2.2a; 
3.1.1e; 
3.1.1g 
3.4.2

9

See 1.2.2a; 
3.1.1c; 
3.4.2

  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
  Initiated and soon to be completed
  In progress
  Yet to be delivered
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

1.3 INDIGENOUS ARTS DEVELOPMENT 

1.3.1 Invest in new and 
innovative programs 
and projects 
specifically designed 
to develop Far 
North Queensland’s 
Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander 
performing arts sector.

Recruit an Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Arts Associate 
Producer to: 
•  Develop strong and effective 

communication strategies 
for ongoing collaboration 
between Council and 
Indigenous Traditional Owner 
Groups.

Recruitment has not been actioned in this financial year due 
to budget constraints. In order to develop more effective 
collaboration with First Nations community and creative sector, 
Indigenous consultants have been engaged to guide and 
support effective and collaborative creative development on a 
number of projects, including Commonwealth Games Festival 
2018; Beginnings; and Woven. Council has recently applied for 
grant funding to support an Indigenous Program Manager to 
guide the development of the Flame.Arts program. 

1.4 GRANTS, FUNDING AND RESOURCES

1.4.1 Provide grant funding 
that builds and 
sustains the viability 
and productivity of 
community-based 
organisations, and 
enhances the capacity 
and capability of local 
artists and cultural and 
creative practitioners.

a. Continue annual investment 
in the Arts and Cultural 
Infrastructure Grants Program 
to support capital upgrades, 
including a new category for 
collaborative projects that 
deliver space sharing and 
storage solutions.

In 2018/19 $200,000 was shared across seven community 
groups for works including: storage facilities; lighting and 
AV upgrades; major plumbing works; additional workspace 
extensions; and display case installation. A specific criterion 
was added to the grant application relating to a project’s ability 
to include collaboration with other organisations and deliver 
space-sharing or storage solutions.

7 groups

b. Improve promotion, 
marketing and access to 
Council’s annual arts and 
cultural grant program, and 
increase community grant 
writing workshops that are tailor-
made for specific grants.

In 2018/19 RADF Roadshows were held across Cairns 
libraries prior to the opening of RADF Major Rounds providing 
organisations and individuals an opportunity for one-on-one 
meetings with the RADF Liaison Officer to discuss project ideas 
and receive expert advice on how to approach their application. 
Social media and publicity via media releases have increased 
and a new long-term strategy to improve promotion of the 
Cultural Services grants program into the future is underway. 
Social media activity resulted in a reach of 119,130 and 1,340 
active engagements with these posts.

31

c. Provide rates-based financial 
assistance for not-for-profit 
cultural and arts organisations 
and groups.

Between 2018/19 Council has provided approximately $1.4m 
in rates relief supporting 139 Community based organisations. 
Approximately 8.6% of these organisations deliver arts and 
cultural activities. 

12 organ-
isations

  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
  Initiated and soon to be completed
  In progress
  Yet to be delivered
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

d. Invest in Local Community 
Events, Regional Events, Major 
Tourism Events and Industry 
Development grant streams.

The 2018/19 annual community grants program supported a 
broad range of community activities and enterprise. Investment 
specific to arts and cultural events and industry development is 
managed across Cultural Services and Planning & Environment. 
Targeted investment included: approx. $297,000 for RADF 
in partnership with Arts Qld, funding 60 projects across the 
various program categories; in-kind support to the value of 
approximately $46,000 and around $455,000 towards over 50 
local, regional and major events.

2,723 411,400 217

e. Review existing arts and 
cultural funding guidelines, 
policies and processes to 
ensure they are accessible and 
flexible enough to support the 
diverse needs and aspirations of 
artists and arts/cultural workers 
with a disability.

A new Arts and Cultural Grants Coordinator position was filled in 
April 2019 to streamline processes, procedures and facilitation 
of Cultural Services grants program. Guidelines for RADF, Arts 
and Cultural In-kind and Arts and Cultural Infrastructure grants 
were reviewed and updated to reflect sector-identified strategy 
priorities along with a new simplified grant budget template. 
Accessibility needs are being considered as part of the Arts and 
Disability Strategy.

1

1.5 COLLABORATION, CROSS PROMOTION AND INFORMATION FLOW

1.5.2 Launch new online 
Cairns Arts and 
Culture Map as a new 
‘go to’ resource for 
information about 
our region’s arts and 
cultural offerings.

a. Invest in proactive and 
ongoing promotion of the map 
to align with tourism marketing 
and economic development 
platforms that ignite and sustain 
interest in the region’s arts and 
cultural offerings.

Focused multi-platform marketing targeting the arts and culture 
sector has been developed to increase user listings and build a 
visual profile of Cairns. This includes: bookmarks; posters and 
fliers; links in Council email signatures; presentations to Council 
departments; face to face meetings with potential contributors; 
social media with regular features on listings; Cairns Central 
electronic billboard; press advertising – Play, Cairns Post and 
Tropic Now. 18 specific social media posts have been generated 
reaching around 28,700 people.

b. Build customer relationships 
to encourage relevant sectors to 
get on the map and participate 
in the initiative.

Prior to the website launch in 2018, 170 organisations and 
individuals were invited to test the website. Since the official 
launch, the Cultural Services Map Team has worked closely 
with users to improve website functionality, and continue to 
encourage uptake and provide timely support. Since March 
2018 there have been 306 active contributors creating 983 
listings across 8 categories. Over 17,000 visitors from as far 
afield as USA, UK, India, Uganda, Brazil and Latvia amongst  
many others.

  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
  Initiated and soon to be completed
  In progress
  Yet to be delivered
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

1.6 STATE OF THE ARTS IN CAIRNS - RESEARCH

1.6.1 Partner with JCU and 
CQU to undertake a 
five-year research 
project that tracks and 
interrogates the extent 
to which the culture 
and arts strategy is 
achieving its goals.

Research focus to include: 
• Community engagement
•  Cultural infrastructure and 

resources
•  Collaboration, partnerships 

and cross-promotion 
influences.

Year 1 focus for Priority Area One has seen the development of 
baseline data as a foundation and reference point to measure 
progress over the remaining four years of the study. Key 
outcomes of this first year include: Convening of Advisory and 
Stakeholder Groups to advocate and participate in the research 
and the development of research design including structure of 
surveys and interviews. Key findings from these interviews will 
be published in the Year 1 State of the Arts in Cairns Report  
early 2020.

48 2

  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
  Initiated and soon to be completed
  In progress
  Yet to be delivered
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Cairns Performing Arts Centre 

Evaluation - Measures for Success

   INTRINSIC MEASURES MET

Community satisfaction and appreciation

  INSTRUMENTAL MEASURES MET

Accessible and affordable facilities commensurate with the needs and expected growth 

of the Cairns community.

  INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES MET

Increased investment and culture-driven vision in step with the infrastructure needs 

and aspirations of the Cairns community.

Improved capacity, usage and promotion of Council-owned and community-run 

cultural facilities, venues and spaces.

CPAC Opening Production - WICKED The Musical

Level of Satisfaction 1 (low) to 5 (high)

The new $71 million Cairns Performing Arts Centre (CPAC) co-funded by CRC, the 

Federal Government’s National Stronger Regions Fund and Queensland Government’s 

Arts Qld, opened in December 2018. The venue offers a 941-seat main auditorium area 

and 400-seat studio theatre with improved facilities and amenities. Since the opening, 

there have been 49 seasons presented with approximately 53,300 people attending 

the various events this year demonstrating a high level of engagement. 

To ensure the venue remains accessible to local producers, Council has retained the 

same hire charges (indexed by CPI) and discount rates for local not-for-profit groups 

as applied to the previous Cairns Civic Theatre. In-kind grants are also available to 

assist with hire and equipment costs.

The first production, WICKED The Musical, performed by the Cairns Choral Society 

was held between January and February 2019, during which an online survey was 

carried out to gauge how the community felt about the new venue. A total of 544 

audience members voluntarily completed the survey. 

Eight aspects of the venue were measured in the survey: finding seats; customer 

service; wayfinding; comfort of seats; sound and lighting; affordability; amenities; 

and car parking. Overall, respondents were satisfied with the venue as a whole giving 

it an average rating of 4.22 out of 5, with the majority of comments being positive. 

Useful feedback was also provided and a number of suggestions made on venue 

improvements, such as increasing the frequency of bar staff (12.8%), improving 

parking (6.5%), air conditioning (6%), sound (5.3%) and seating (5%). 

Over three-quarters of the respondents were generally satisfied with the availability 

of information leading up to the event, and positive accolades were given to ticket 

staff, ushers and bar staff who were considered helpful and enthusiastic. Just over 

$50,000 has been invested in marketing and promotion of the venue and a further 

$50,000 invested in promoting Council-presented events during this first year. This 

promotion included hardcopy programs, radio/television ads, and social media posts, 

with these posts estimated to reach 11,000 people per day. 

“What do you think of the new Cairns Performing Arts Centre?” was an open-ended 

question of the survey to which 482 responded. Overall, the survey found that  

CPAC was considered a beautiful asset to Cairns with the spaciousness, ambience, 

tiered seating, and connection between indoor and outdoor spaces positively 

commented on.

1 2 3 4 5

Satisfaction with the Venue

Availability of Information

Customer Service
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Cairns Performing Arts Centre



indigenous cultural heritage
telling our stories
history of our people and built 
and natural assets
events historic buildings
built and natural assets
collections significant sites
landscapes streetscapes
social practices promotion
landmarks and destinations
lifestyle and liveability
happy city creative and  
tropical city identity
revitalisation and regeneration
cultural landscape
public spaces, places and 
facilities creative vitality
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Culture, heritage  
and place  
are valued, shared, celebrated and promoted.

Objective: Cairns has a special and palpable identity as a bustling international 
destination – a regional tropical city with a complex and fascinating heritage 
and character. The region’s rich Indigenous and multicultural heritage, coupled 
with esteemed environmental values, create an exceptional cultural landscape. 
This priority area focuses on measures to understand, protect and communicate 
the value of our shared identity and cultural heritage – both tangible and intangible – 
in shaping our shared sense-of-place. 

  PRIORITY 2 KEY MILESTONES

An estimated 293 people or groups actively participated in the program 

An estimated 429 people were audience members (in addition to other stats captured 

in other outcomes)

An estimated 79 short-term employment opportunities were created for individuals or 

contractors

Partners and 
Collaborators
Queensland Government, Arts Qld, 

QAGOMA, QPAC, Brisbane Museum, 

Melbourne Museum, CIAF, Cairns 

Art Gallery, UMI Arts, KickArts, CoCA, 

JCU, Cairns Museum, Office of the 

Commonwealth Games, ARC, Miriki 

Performing Arts, Pegasus Studios, Qld 

Symphony Orchestra, FNQ Dance 

Academy, Cairns & District Chinese 

Association Inc, The Italian Social & 

Dance Club, Gimuy Walubara Yidinji 

Community, Torres Strait Island 

Regional Council, Skytrans, TAFE, 

TLNA Smithfield State High School, 

Trinity Anglican School, Cairns School 

of Distance Education, Trinity Bay 

State High School, Cairns State 

High School, Woree State School, 

Girringun Arts Centre, Erub Island Arts 

Centre, Alcaston Gallery, Australian 

Government (Building Better Regions 

Fund), PangeaSeed Foundation, 

Scouting Association of Australia – 

Queensland Branch.
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

2.1 CONSERVATION AND PRESERVATION 

2.1.1 Develop adaptive 
reuse of the former 
Cairns Court house 
and Mulgrave Shire 
Council Chambers 
in step with heritage 
values, broader 
tourism strategies and 
precinct development 
plans for CBD.

a. Collaborate with local and 
national industry partners 
to conceptualise the 
redevelopment and repurpose 
of the buildings, and revise the 
conservation management 
plans for the buildings to 
connect and bridge the city’s 
cultural places and heritage 
destinations.

Consultation has been undertaken with key stakeholder groups 
to conceptualise redevelopment opportunities, including: 
A National Arts Leaders Group, with representatives from 
Melbourne Museum, QAGOMA and QPAC; a local Arts Leaders 
Group representing local arts and cultural organisations; 
and a Designers and Architects Group. To further concept 
development, a revised Conservation Management Plan for the 
Cairns Courthouse was commissioned and prepared in 2018.

1

b. Integrate an interpretive 
strategy in the conservation 
planning that acknowledges and 
respects the sensitivities of the 
region’s Indigenous people, and 
provokes an understanding of 
the related circumstances of 
these buildings.

Interpretive recommendations were provided in the revised 
Cairns Courthouse Conservation Management Plan to guide 
decision-making and processes for future works. A detailed 
and holistic interpretive plan will be further developed to 
incorporate the broader Cairns Gallery Precinct as well the  
City Centre Master Plan objectives.

See 2.1.1a   

2.1.2 Build ethical, effective 
and collaborative 
procedures for 
policy, programs and 
promotion concerning 
cultural knowledge and 
creative expression of 
Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people.

a. Establish ongoing 
collaboration and dialogue with 
our Indigenous community 
to address shared priorities 
in regard to cultural heritage 
and methods for improving 
procedures, promotion, policy 
and programs.

Purposeful and meaningful engagement with Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander creative workers and community 
representatives has been achieved across the following 
programs:  Beginnings; Embracing our Stories, interpretive 
placemaking project; curation of CPAC art collection; Mixed 
Blood exhibition at Tanks; NAIDOC celebrations; Woven 
production and Miriki Performing Arts performing arts.

b. Investigate the possibility 
of establishing a centre that 
could showcase and promote 
Indigenous arts, culture and 
heritage.

A National Indigenous Heritage Centre has been identified 
as a key regional enabler supporting the promotion of FNQ 
Indigenous culture and heritage in the Cairns 2050 Shared 
Vision, along with the Cairns City Centre Master Plan 2019. 
Planning for the proposed Cairns Gallery Precinct also 
emphasises a specific focus on celebrating and supporting 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts.

  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
  Initiated and soon to be completed
  In progress
  Yet to be delivered
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

c. Support and better promote 
signature Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander events and 
celebrations that strengthen 
understanding and appreciation 
of contemporary and traditional 
Indigenous cultural heritage and 
creative expression.

Support and promotion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
events in 2018/19 include: Reconciliation Week, Survival 
Day, Mabo Day, National Close the Gap Day and Harmony 
Day. Focused and strategic partnerships on larger signature 
celebrations such NAIDOC is supported by Cairns NAIDOC 
Committee to celebrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
history, culture and achievements. Support has been provided 
through funding, supply of venues, staffing and technical 
operations, marketing and promotion.

2.1.3 Preserve, protect 
and value our 
region’s shared and 
significant cultural 
heritage and historical 
and contemporary 
collections.

a. Deliver effective preventative 
maintenance across Council’s 
significant heritage assets.

Throughout 2018/19 preventative maintenance has been 
undertaken in accordance with conservation management 
plans and maintenance schedules on the following heritage 
assets: Cairns Art Gallery; McLeod St Pioneer Cemetery; Cairns 
Courthouse and Tanks Arts Centre. A full audit of Council’s 
historical plaques, memorials and interpretive signage is 
underway to include priority actions.

5

b. Commission a Conservation 
Management Plan and 
Interpretive Strategy for the 
World War II Command Centre/
Scout Hut, and develop 
interpretive media to stimulate 
awareness of the significance of 
the building in collaboration with 
Scout Association Queensland.

In 2018 professional heritage consultants were commissioned 
to develop a Conservation Management Plan including: a 
report on the condition of the building; the historic context of 
the building; practical strategies, concepts and guidelines for 
restoration, adaptation and interpretation; issues and threats; 
operational and legal/OHS requirements; and a specialised  
10-year action plan for short, medium and long-term 
conservation and maintenance works.

9 1
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

2.2 PARTNERSHIPS AND COLLABORATION

2.2.1 Build and sustain 
the capacity of our 
region’s art and 
historical museums, 
historical societies and 
genealogy groups.

a. Continue to support major 
partnerships with Cairns Art 
Gallery, Cairns Museum and 
Cairns Indigenous Art Fair 
(CIAF) towards a shared vision 
for preserving, presenting and 
promoting the region’s cultural 
heritage and valuable historical 
and contemporary collections.

Council continues to support the operations of flagship 
organisations Cairns Art Gallery, Cairns Museum, and CIAF 
through formal agreements aligned with Council’s corporate 
objectives. Agreements with these organisations were 
amended in 2018/19 to support the three priority areas of 
Council’s Strategy for Culture and the Arts 2022, with particular 
emphasis on promoting and celebrating culture, heritage 
and place. 

b. Strengthen the partnership 
and collaboration with the 
Queensland Museum Regional 
Museum Development Program 
to deliver an annual program 
that supports:
•   a collaborative network 
•   professional development 

training 
•   policy and procedures for 

collections management.

The 2018/19 Partnership Agreement with Qld Museum was 
fortified to align with Council’s corporate objectives. Valued 
collaboration with Qld Museums’ Cairns-based Museum 
Development Officer has supported collecting groups across 
the Cairns Region. A key focus of the program has been 
professional development training in best practice collections 
management, exhibition development, supporting volunteer 
engagement and the establishment of the Cairns Museum 
network.

232 29 1

c. Develop strategic partnerships 
with Cairns and District Chinese 
Association (CADCAI), State 
and Federal government and 
Queensland Museum to support 
the development of a Chinese 
Cultural and Heritage Centre.

Council’s support and partnership towards CADCAI’s vision to 
develop a Chinese Cultural and Heritage Centre has provided 
a short-term lease on the potential Greenslopes Street 
site and initiated discussions with the State Government 
regarding potential longer-term tenure of the site. Funding from 
Council’s Arts and Cultural Infrastructure Grant program has 
also supported the development of the recently completed 
preliminary design.

1
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

2.2.2 Commonwealth 
Games Festival 
2018: Leverage 
the opportunity to 
showcase the region’s 
distinctive Indigenous 
culture and our diverse 
multicultural identity 
and character to a 
global audience.

a. Produce a new theatrical 
work based on the stories of 
generations past and present, 
and the history that has shaped 
our region, in collaboration with 
our regional creative industries 
sector, local artists and industry 
professionals.

Beginnings was a large scale locally devised and produced 
musical theatre piece created specifically for Commonwealth 
Games Festival 2018. Telling the unique Indigenous and 
multicultural history of Cairns, the program engaged 
performers from diverse cultures and mixed ability groups, 
and local specialised industry professionals, including: 
dramaturgs, composers, choreographers, directors, set and 
stage designers and production crew.

See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a

b. Produce a signature concert 
honouring the region’s 
performing arts icon, Seaman 
Dan in collaboration with 
national and local performing 
artists and producers.

The production presented a curated interpretive tribute to the 
legendary Seaman Dan at LiveSite on the Esplanade as part of 
the Commonwealth Games Festival 2018. This unique musical 
homage involved ten high profile local and national performers: 
Kate Miller-Heidke, Busby Marou, Christine Anu, Archie Roach, 
Dubmarine, Bani Brothers, Zennith, Sounds of AustraNesia, 
Cairns Pan Stars and NQ Philharmonic Orchestra.

See 1.2.2a See 3.1.1g See 1.2.2a

c. Produce a large scale 
temporary public art project 
that will engage young people, 
the education sector and 
local artists in the design and 
fabrication of artwork to be 
displayed on Cairns Esplanade 
throughout the Commonwealth 
Games.

Big Design was a visual arts design project produced as part of 
Commonwealth Games Festival 2018.  Designed as a large-
scale public art initiative, it brought together high-school aged 
young people and professional artists to produce temporary 
creative installations for the LiveSite on the Esplanade during 
Festival 2018.

See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a

d. Curate and present at Tanks 
Arts Centre, an exhibition of 
Indigenous artists living in Cairns.

Mixed Blood was a curated exhibition of ten Cairns based 
Indigenous artists, presenting current works at Tanks Arts 
Centre. Each of the artists presented works alongside stories 
that discussed the importance of Cairns city to their practice.

See 1.2.2a See 3.1.1e 10

e. Collaborate with Traditional 
Owner groups to design and 
develop a suite of interpretive 
media exploring local Aboriginal 
people’s connection to country, 
traditional culture, food and 
medicine plants, land and sea 
management, bush tucker food 
processing and technology.

Embracing Our Stories interpretive signage project was 
developed in collaboration with local Traditional Owner groups 
and a professional heritage consultant as part of the Gold 
Coast 2018 Commonwealth Reconciliation Action Plan and 
the Embracing 2018 Legacy Program. The project has been 
expanded to include a self-guided digital trail in the Cairns Arts 
and Culture Map.
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

2.3 PRESENTATION, PROMOTION AND PROGRAMS

2.3.1 Connect people 
and communities to 
the region’s diverse 
history and cultures 
through engagement 
and participatory 
experiences.

a. Develop joint community 
ventures in events and/or 
projects that connect cultural 
and creative diversity, and 
promote the region’s shared 
heritage assets and collections 
to new audiences.

Joint community initiatives have been supported through a 
variety of presentation partnerships and/or funding across the 
visual art, festival, and museum sector in order to accentuate 
and communicate local identity and cultural heritage. Projects 
that have generated solid participation and engagement 
include: Cairns Festival 2018’s nine-day program and the Cairns 
District Family History Society’s Shadows of the Past theatrical 
tour of McLeod St Pioneer Cemetery.

See 3.4.2

(Shadows of 
the Past)
25

See 3.4.2

(Shadows of 
the Past)
400

See 3.4.2

(Shadows of 
the Past)
2

b. Expand collaborative 
partnerships with our 
neighbouring Councils and 
encourage youth participation in 
connecting and interpreting our 
regional sense-of-place.

Funded by the Department of Child Safety, Youth and Women, 
Cairns Minecraft workshops were delivered at the Ravenshoe 
Community Centre in collaboration with Tablelands Regional 
Council over three days in 2018. Ongoing collaboration with 
Gympie Art Gallery via Gympie Regional Council has also 
enabled the development of the innovative Year 13+ program, 
a suite of exhibitions and mentorship projects for young artists 
including Energy, Flame and Curators Award.

10

2 Local 
Councils

1

2.3.2 Encourage 
opportunities to drive 
visitation and promote 
the city’s cultural 
experiences to the 
world.

Leverage and promote the new 
online Cairns Arts and Culture 
Map to package and present the 
collective appeal of the region’s 
valuable heritage assets, City 
Collection and public art assets.

Presentation and promotion specific to Heritage Places and 
Public Art has focused on the creation of self-guided mural 
trails, Sea Walls public art and Pumped, water and waste trail; 
along with, the ANZAC trail; Cairns Esplanade Heritage Walk; 
CBD Heritage Walk; Embracing our Stories Interpretive Trail; 
Freshwater Heritage Trail; Southern Heritage Drive Trail, and 
Stratford Heritage Trail. These new Map trails were promoted 
via social media with posts reaching around 2,600 people.

2.4 REVITALISATION, URBAN VITALITY AND PUBLIC ART

2.4.2 Develop and endorse 
a new five-year 
Public Art Plan to 
embrace place-
making, liveability 
and sustainability 
outcomes.

Identify and master-plan 
potential and upcoming capital 
works and revitalisation projects 
suitable for public art and design.

A comprehensive audit of all Council owned public art assets 
was completed in 2018/19 identifying priority repair projects. 
A review of the previous five-year Public Art Plan has also 
been completed to evaluate outputs and processes, and a 
new Public Art Strategy is underway and due to be finalised 
late 2019.

    4



  Completed to a tangible outcome in 2018/2019
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

2.4.3 Implement an annual 
public art program that 
reflects and promotes 
the distinctive 
character and lifestyle 
of the region.

a. Initiate public art projects 
across suburban landscapes 
using smaller-scale projects that 
engage and involve community 
participation.

Various public art projects were implemented through 
community participation including: Cairns Festival, A Place 
to Call Home – a temporary multi-location art installation 
developed in conjunction with local artists; Youth Urban Art 
Project – murals created in five suburbs by young people to 
beautify local recreational spaces; Sea Walls – Cairns hosted a 
10-day festival featuring 19 murals created in various locations 
throughout the region, including four public events.

38 24

b. Commission and procure 
major and iconic public art, 
Indigenous art, temporary 
art, and local, national and 
international works.

A collection of eight artworks by significant Indigenous 
Queensland artists formed the basis of a curatorial approach 
for installations at the Cairns Performing Arts Centre (CPAC) 
with works purchased and commissioned at the 2017 Cairns 
Indigenous Art Fair.

2 29

2.5 STATE OF THE ARTS IN CAIRNS - RESEARCH

2.5.1 Partner with JCU and 
CQU to undertake a 
five-year research 
project that tracks and 
interrogates the extent 
to which the culture 
and arts strategy is 
achieving its goals.

Research focus to include:
•   experiential quality of Cairns
•   activators for neighbourhoods
•   built form and distinct cultural 

identity.

Year 1 focus for Priority Area Two has seen the development 
of baseline data as a foundation to build upon and a reference 
point to measure progress over the remaining four years of the 
study. Key findings from these interviews will be published in the 
Year 1 State of the Arts in Cairns Report later in 2019.

See 1.6.1
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Beginnings – Commonwealth Games Festival 2018  

Evaluation - Measures for Success

   INTRINSIC MEASURES MET

Appreciation of the region’s Indigenous cultural heritage and shared  

multicultural history.

Connection to place and strong cultural identity.

  INSTRUMENTAL MEASURES MET

Increased cross-cultural, and cross-art form exchange. 

  INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES MET

Improved participatory process and decision-making for promotion and interpretation.

Beginnings - A Musical Story of Cairns (Audience)

Level of Satisfaction 1 (low) to 5 (high)

Beginnings – A Musical Story of Cairns was a locally devised musical presented at the 

Commonwealth Games Festival 2018 portraying a collective story of Cairns’ history 

from multiple perspectives. A total of 281 audience members completed an online 

survey following the performance, with many respondents indicating that they now have 

a better understanding of the rich cultural history of the region and were grateful of the 

enthusiasm and commitment presented by those involved. 

Approximately 79.2% of the respondents indicated that the performance and venue 

(Munro Martin Parklands) created engaging spaces and places, and 79.6% indicated that 

it helped to strengthen their appreciation of Cairns’ cultural and creative identity. Also, 

68.7% of respondents indicated that the performance enhanced their appreciation of 

Indigenous cultural knowledge.  

Positive feedback from an open-ended question about the event focused on the 

storyline of the show and the bringing together of cultures. A feeling of connection to the 

Cairns community and accolades for the narrator, performers and Indigenous artists as 

well as the volunteers was also expressed. 

A total of 343 people participated in the production of this show from all walks of 

life, levels of experience and cultural backgrounds. A total of 61 of those participants 

completed a dedicated survey regarding their involvement. Reflecting the audience 

feedback, 90.2% of the producers also agreed that being involved in this event 

enriched their appreciation of the region’s Indigenous cultural heritage and/or shared 

multicultural history. 

The collaborative nature of the Beginnings project involving both performing and non-

performing artists as well as different art forms further helped to embody community 

goodwill and personal wellbeing. Approximately 93.3% agreed that the performance 

increased arts and cultural collaborations, partnerships and networking, with 84.7% 

believing that it increased cross-cultural and cross-art form exchange. 

An open-ended question in the survey on unanticipated personal impacts indicated 

that from a personal viewpoint, there was a greater appreciation of Cairns’ cultural 

history and First Nations people as a result of this project. 

Overall, it was felt that the performance helped to bring together different cultures and 

a feeling of connection to the Cairns community. 

1 2 3 4 5

Appreciation of Indigenous Cultural Knowledge

Created Engaging Spaces and Places

Strengthened Appreciation of Cairns’ Cultural and Creative 
Identity
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creative industries
productive prosperity innovation 
experience economy
creative city employment
training skills and talent
regional brand economy
service economy
production and consumption
advertising and marketing
intellectual property
visual arts and crafts
music and performing arts
digital media
architecture and design
photography film
writing publishing
television and radio
heritage professionals
media and journalism
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A robust cultural 
economy 
fuelled by an international reputation as a 
tropical, cultural and creative hub.

Objective: Cairns has a growing reputation as a centre of excellence for the arts, and a 
high number of people employed in the creative industries compared to our northern 
neighbours. This priority area is about supporting the workforce and maximising the 
plentiful development opportunities that are coming our way in the next five years. 
We have also developed actions that will help place Culture and the Arts more firmly 
as a player in our region’s economy and in our tourism brand.

  PRIORITY 3 KEY MILESTONES

An estimated 4,081 people or groups actively participated in the program 

An estimated 179,460 people were audience members (in addition to other stats 

captured in other outcomes)

An estimated 474 short-term employment opportunities were created for individuals  

or contractors

Partners and 
Collaborators
Circa, AGB Events, The Young 

Company, Queensland Poetry Festival, 

Queensland Ballet, Australian Ballet, 

Opera Qld, Qld Symphony Orchestra, 

Qld Music Festival, ARC, Miriki 

Performing Arts, Pegasus Studios,  

FNQ Dance Academy, Cairns & District 

Chinese Association Inc, The Italian 

Social & Dance Club, Gimuy Walubara 

Yidinji Community, CIAF, Office 

of the Commonwealth Games, 

The Queensland Government, End 

Credits, Various Schools and Sporting 

Clubs, Queensland University of 

Technology, James Cook University 

(JCU), Central Queensland University 

(CQU).
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

3.1  PROGRAMMING, PROMOTION AND AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT

3.1.1 Align Council’s flagship 
venues to produce 
an annual performing 
and visual arts 
program that provides 
entertainment and 
cultural experiences as 
good as any Australian 
capital city, and 
promotes Cairns as an 
international creative 
powerhouse.

Cairns Performing Arts 
Centre (CPAC)

Munro Martin 
Parklands

Tanks Arts Centre

Cairns Courthouse 
Arts Precinct

a. Launch our impressive new 
state-of-the art Cairns Performing 
Arts Centre.

The Cairns Performing Arts Centre was officially opened 
on Saturday December 15, 2018 by His Excellency, the 
Honourable Paul de Jersey AC, Governor of Queensland 
and Mayor Bob Manning, with Deputy Prime Minister Michael 
McCormack and Queensland Arts Minister Leeanne Enoch. 
The facility provides a contemporary state-of-the-art 
regional theatre and architectural statement and entry to our 
city. With a footprint of 4200m2 CPAC is more than twice the 
size of the previous Cairns Civic Theatre.

320 local 
performers

960 180

b. Support and strengthen 
Council’s formal MOU with 
Queensland Performing Arts 
Centre (QPAC) to attract the 
world’s finest performing arts 
companies to Cairns, and deliver 
mutually beneficial opportunities 
for professional development, 
mentorship, programming 
initiatives and exchange of ideas.

Collaboration with QPAC began in 2017 with the Royal Ballet 
presentation in Cairns and has continued in 2019 with the 
Bolshoi Ballet simulcast in Munro Martin Parklands. Cross 
programming between Cairns Children’s Festival and QPAC 
sees the potential export of: New Work for Little Peeps; The 
5Ft Giant, The Young Company and Dead Puppets Society, 
as well as Woven and Jina’s Journey, a co-production of CRC 
and Miriki Performing Arts.

See 3.2.1b; 
3.4.2

See 1.1.1a; 
3.1.1e;

See 3.1.1e; 
3.2.1b

c. Continue to develop and 
fortify our partnerships and 
collaborations with Arts 
Queensland, Queensland 
Theatre, Queensland Symphony 
Orchestra, Circa Contemporary 
Circus and other state, national 
and local performing and visual 
arts organisations.

CPAC and Munro Martin Parklands have been catalysts for 
collaboration with Queensland Symphony Orchestra and 
Circa to deliver workshops and productions. New works and 
mentorships for media students were created for Cairns 
Festival 2018 in collaboration with projection designers 
and new theatre works were developed with The Young 
Company. Council’s long-term and valued partnership with 
Arts Qld on Regional Arts Services Network (RASN); CPAC 
and RADF program continues.

See 3.4.2 See 1.1.1a; 
3.1.1g; 3.4.2

See 3.4.2

d. Grow our community’s 
expectations and appetite for 
the performing and visual arts 
by creating and delivering a 
bold, innovative, eclectic and 
outstanding mix of annual 
programs, opportunities and 
experiences that respond to 
audience demand.

A high percentage of the combined survey results of 
around 924 respondents who were active participants or 
audience members of either the Commonwealth Games 
Beginnings program; CPAC’s season of WICKED The Musical; 
the Children’s Festival visual art exhibition; and/or Cairns 
Festival in 2018/19, agreed or strongly agreed that the event 
had ‘strengthened their expectation of arts and culture’; 
that their ‘appreciation of the arts and culture had been 
enriched’; and that the event had ‘inspired them to attend 
similar events more often’.
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

e. Maintain the rich program of 
multi-arts experiences to delight 
audiences at Tanks Arts Centre, 
increase the use of Tanks as a 
production space and arts hub, 
and establish local, national and 
international residencies that 
bring fresh perspectives to our 
region.

Tanks Arts Centre maintains its reputation and was named a 
Tourism and Events Queensland 2019 Best of Queensland 
Experience. Throughout 2018/19 an eclectic program of 
multi-artform experiences has been delivered, including: 
Tanks 3 and 5 hosting a total of 104 events, showcasing 
69 music, film and theatre events. 30 exhibitions were 
presented in Tank 4; with 32 workshop series across the 
venue; along with one international, nine national and two 
local residencies with an additional six residencies hosted 
by other organisations utilising No. 5 Collins Ave residency 
accommodation.

944

See 1.2.1a

85,000

See 1.2.1a

112 local acts 
and creatives

See 1.2.1a

f. Encourage national and 
international collaborations that 
will benefit from our technical, 
production and marketing 
expertise.

The reputation of our world-class facilities is matched and 
complemented by the technical, production and marketing 
expertise that has supported national and international 
touring productions in 2018/19, such as: guest artists 
from Byron Bay Blues Festival, Royal Ballet, Circa; Opera 
Queensland; lighting specialists AGB; and international 
residency programs at the Tanks Arts Centre.

g. Develop and implement 
initiatives for Munro Martin 
Parklands that encourage 
local artists and performers to 
utilise this outstanding outdoor 
entertainment venue and its 
audience.

As a premier cultural facility, Munro Martin Parklands provides 
a strong platform for creative development and presentation 
of local initiatives by schools, choirs, dance and performing 
arts groups. 13 events were presented at Munro Martin 
Parklands - eight ticketed and five non ticketed. In particular, 
Beginnings, Seaman Dan Tribute, and Queens Baton Relay 
productions have engaged new audiences for the arts, and 
showcased the unique and extraordinarily diverse talent of 
the region’s local artists, consultants, community groups, 
businesses and production crew.

See 1.2.2a Over 
15,000

6

3.2  INDIGENOUS ARTS DEVELOPMENT

3.2.1 Strengthen the 
region’s national 
and international 
reputation as a 
vibrant marketplace 
for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander 
cultural and creative 
expression.

a. Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Associate Producer to 
guide and inform Indigenous 
programming throughout the 
five-year strategy for culture and 
the arts.

The recruitment of this position has not been achieved in 
this financial year due to budget constraints. Council will 
continue to investigate funding to support this position.
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# Strategy Proposed Action Outcome Participants Audience Employment
Short-term

Employment
Long-term

b. Develop new partnership 
models to support the growth and 
sustainability of regional Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander 
organisations and enterprises, and 
support programs and projects 
that add value to the city’s 
portfolio of Indigenous arts and 
cultural experiences.

New partnership models supporting creative development 
and new works have been achieved including: Sounds of 
AustraNesia, Woven; Jina’s Journey, with Miriki Performing 
Arts and the new Flame.Music program. A new short-term 
agreement was formalised to accommodate activities and 
merchandising at the Mulgrave Shire Building, as well as a 
loan agreement with KickArts to provide artworks by the 
region’s most notable Indigenous artists for CPAC offices.

See 3.1.1a

(Jina’s 
Journey; 
Woven)
30

See 1.1.1a; 
3.1.1.a

(Jina’s 
Journey; 
Woven)
25

c. Fortify our existing and long-
term partnership with Cairns 
Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF) by 
expanding and formalising 
Council’s role in producing and 
hosting satellite events.

The objectives of the partnership agreement are aligned with 
corporate priorities and supported by Council’s expanded 
sponsorship, curatorial, promotion, production, venue and 
staffing support towards: CIAF Satellite exhibition - Pride 
in Authority; Bulmba-Barra 2018 Fashion show; and CIAF 
Exhibition and Art Market at the Cruise Liner Terminal. 
Ongoing consultation with CIAF regarding Council initiatives 
such the Courthouse and Gallery Precinct development 
plans continues.

3.3  CONNECTIVITY AND COLLABORATION

3.3.1 Raise our global profile 
as a sophisticated 
and vibrant centre 
of creative and 
cultural excellence 
through partnerships, 
collaboration and 
critical mass.

Leverage the State of the Arts 
Research project to establish 
a network of industry experts 
that will drive ongoing strategic 
direction and decision making 
for cultural and creative industry 
development.

Year 1 of The State of the Arts in Cairns Research partnership 
with JCU and CQU continues to build a strong and 
collaborative network across the sector through focused 
and strategic conversations relating to sustainability of the 
arts and cultural sector. A consortium of key stakeholders will 
evolve and consolidate in tandem with the longer-term cycle 
of  the research project.

See 1.6.1
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Long-term

3.4  FESTIVALS AND EVENTS

3.4.1 Commonwealth 
Games Festival 2018: 
design and produce a 
12-day festival program 
that stimulates long-
term legacies and 
builds the region’s 
reputation as a hot 
spot for the arts.

a. Design a festival program 
to embrace the 2018 
Commonwealth Games key 
principles and themes: Indigenous 
and First Nations, Arts and 
Culture, Celebration, Balance, 
Quality, Transformation, Diversity 
and Inclusivity and Change.

Outcomes successfully aligned with designated principles 
and themes, this included: a formal opening ceremony by 
Traditional Owners with 20% of the events incorporating 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander content and 
engagement; diverse music and dance with contemporary 
Australian and emerging local artists; high end visual art 
exhibitions and new works commissioned; and a substantial 
multicultural, site specific production resulting in community 
transformation and continuing legacy.

See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a

b. Build and produce a live site on 
Cairns Esplanade for audiences 
to enjoy performances and 
Commonwealth Games live 
events on the big screen.

The Esplanade LiveSite created a dynamic component of 
Festival 2018 attracting large audiences for a diverse program 
of local and national visual and performing arts events, 
exhibitions and activities. The temporary Esplanade road 
closure initiated for the duration of the festival resulted in 
an approximate 10%–50% additional income and patronage 
increase for businesses, with staff hours extended or 
additional staff employed.

See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a

c. Engage local artists, performers, 
musicians, creatives, community 
groups, facilitators and producers 
to participate in the festival, and 
support development of new 
opportunities and unexpected 
collaborations.

Festival 2018 was designed to incorporate community 
engagement, capacity building opportunities, new 
partnerships and collaborations. The program has had 
significant outcomes for future development, in particular, 
new opportunities and collaborations were generated 
through Beginnings, with survey results from 85% of the 
59 respondents expressing that their involvement in the 
program had helped to develop ‘new artistic relationships, 
collaborations and networks’.

See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a See 1.2.2a

3.4.2 Sustain investment 
and growth in the 
region’s premier arts 
festivals.

Continued investment in Cairns 
Festival via innovative and 
contemporary programming, and 
development of partnerships 
throughout the Asia-Pacific 
region that attract new work and 
provide opportunities for creative 
exchange and fusion of local and 
international influences.

Investment in the 57th Cairns Festival enabled a rich and 
dynamic program of high-end productions that engaged 
large community audiences in a full program of music, art, 
theatre, film and comedy. Key programming targets included 
developing new audiences with events that reflect and 
celebrate the unique nature of the region and feature new 
program elements that have not yet been seen in Cairns. 
Program highlights included: Qld Symphony Orchestra 
Superheroes; City Lights and Suburban Satellites.

2,742 75,050 110
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3.4.3 Partner and support 
community-driven 
festivals and events 
that encourage broad 
participation and build 
new audiences for the 
arts.

Partner and support community-
driven festivals and events that 
aim for excellence and innovation, 
deliver strong community and 
economic benefit, and address 
the priorities of this strategy.

Throughout 2018/19, Nine outdoor Community Moving 
Picture Nights were presented across the region. These 
events primarily target families and provide much needed 
fundraising opportunities for local schools, clubs and 
charities with financial benefits to surrounding businesses. 
The highly accessible and much-loved program will continue 
to run in 2019 from July through to December.

45 3,450 9

3.5  INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT

3.5.1 Stimulate and support 
the growth and viability 
of the region’s cultural 
and creative industries 
through targeted and 
strategic investment.

Ongoing and proactive promotion 
of the Cairns Arts and Culture Map 
to align with tourism, destination 
marketing and economic 
development platforms to ignite 
and sustain interest in the region’s 
arts and cultural offerings.

To maximise regional tourism opportunities, promotional 
strategies in 2018/19 have included presentations to 
neighbouring Councils, delegates from visiting Councils 
and regional development forums.  The Map has also been 
distributed to private businesses as part of economic 
research undertaken by Cummings Economics. The Map 
is attracting interest from other national Councils and 
investigations into expanding the Cairns Arts and Culture 
Map website into neighbouring regions is currently underway.

3.6  STATE OF THE ARTS IN CAIRNS RESEARCH

3.6.1 Partner with JCU and 
CQU to undertake a 
five-year research 
project that tracks and 
interrogates the extent 
to which the culture 
and arts strategy is 
achieving its goals.

Research focus to include:
•   promotion and exportation 

outside of the region
•   supply and demand, visitor and 

tourist experience
•   methods to increase efficiency 

in value chains.

Year 1 focus for Priority Area Three has been sector analysis 
and survey investigations. Economic Impact and Business 
surveys were commissioned to analyse the statistical 
information on the Arts and Cultural industry in Cairns using 
the 2016 census data and an economic survey carried out 
with local industry sector in late 2018. Key findings from these 
reports will be published as part of the Year 1 State of the Arts 
in Cairns Report later in 2019. 112 Business Survey responses 
were received. 

See 1.6 re 
stakeholder 
conversations 
undertaken by 
JCU

1
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Cairns Festival 2018 at various venues 

Evaluation - Measures for Success

   INTRINSIC MEASURES MET

Creative excellence, innovation and enrichment.

Growing appetite and expectation for quality contemporary works, programs and products. 

  INSTRUMENTAL MEASURES MET

Increased profile as a city of the arts, growth in audience numbers, and employment 

opportunities for local artists and cultural industry sector.

  INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES MET

Programming that attracts new audiences and brings people to our region specifically 

for the arts and culture.

Increased cross-departmental and cross-government, corporate and business sector 

partnerships and collaboration.

Cairns Festival 2018

Level of Satisfaction 1 (low) to 5 (high)

Now in its 57th year, Cairns Festival is a much-loved fixture of the local events calendar, 

featuring a full program spanning the Cairns region from Babinda to Trinity Beach. The 

festival ran between 24 August and 2 September 2018 with a full program of events 

featuring music, art, theatre, film, comedy and other entertainment provided for the 

community and visitors to enjoy. 

A total of 75,350 people attended the various events held during the festival, with 41 

audience members and 9 producers participating in the online survey that followed. 

Due to the small sample size, responses may not be representative of all those involved 

but it still offers useful information. 

The Cairns Festival was considered to have delivered a vibrant, progressive and 

collaborative community arts festival by the producers who filled out the survey (an 

average score of 4.67 out of 5). It helped to showcase the local talent of Cairns, with 

many community groups involved in the different events. In particular, the Grande 

Parade saw 67 floats with 2,666 people, and 39 dogs participating. 

A little more than half (54.3%) of audience members agreed that the festival gave them 

an appreciation of creative excellence, and 68.4% also agreed that it strengthened their 

expectation of arts and culture. 

Surveyed producers felt that their involvement in Cairns Festival 2018 worked towards their 

professional development (average score of 4.57 out of 5).  Producers also considered that 

their involvement helped to further develop their creative/cultural practice (4.17 out of 5), as 

well as increasing their opportunities for future employment (4.43 out of 5). 

Economically, the average spend for each artist that completed the survey was $1,512.50. 

Producers also felt that the festival increased cultural and creative export flowing from our 

region, with an average score of 4.50 out of 5, and that it also increased arts and cultural 

sector sustainability, capacity and capability (4.14 out of 5). 

Collaboration was required between different sectors of CRC, with coordination 

occurring between Cultural Services, Libraries, Sustainability, Traffic Management, and 

Inner City Facilities departments. Collaboration with state groups like the Queensland 

Symphony Orchestra was also well received by the community, with 2,283 people in 

attendance. Approximately 79.5% of respondents who attended this event stated that it 

inspired them to attend similar events more frequently. 

Overall, 53.9% of audience members agreed that Cairns Festival 2018 helped to 

strengthen the international and national art profile for Cairns. 

1 2 3 4 5

Strengthened International and National Cairns Art Profile

Strengthened Expectations of Arts and Culture

Delivered a Vibrant, Progressive and Collaborative Community and  
Arts Festival
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Cairns Festival 2018 - Library Projection



Amy Shark, Cairns Esplanade, Commonwealth Games Festival 2018


